And Into The Forest I Go By Caroline McCord
Nestled into the buzzing urban metropolis of Boston, amidst the glittering skyscrapers and storied brick churches, there remain many
pockets of the natural world, particularly trees. The trees of Boston are majestic and grand, with deep roots and branches ever-reaching
for the heavens. Humans would do well to follow the example of trees, to remain steady in the face of adversity, as roots do, but to
never stop growing, like tree limbs. Charles Sumner, a Boston abolitionist, personified the steadfast courage and innate moral strength
that roots symbolize as he fought for equality, even at great personal cost. In a complementary fashion, the profound, unstoppable
nature of Phillis Wheatley’s aspirations, as she escaped a life of illiterate slavery to become a published author, is redolent of tree
limbs, as they perpetually grow and reach new heights. The nature of Boston saw both of these lives transpire. The sprawling roots
and canopy of branches, the flowers of spring and skeletal boughs of winter, the light streaming through the limbs, were all the same
50, 100, or 200 years ago. Countless stories of young love, bitter fights, men discussing the government and women tending to babies,
women drafting legal briefs and men playing with their kids, the world shifting and growing and transforming, all of these stories were
witnessed and held by the trees of Boston. As we look at tree branches and think of how abolitionists and suffragettes once sat under
their shade, just like we do now, so too will future generations perhaps think of how we once sat among the ancient, life-giving roots
of Boston trees as they do the same during their own lifetimes. And one day, when humans no longer remain in Boston but the trees
still grow, still live, branches still swaying in the wind and roots winding deeper into the ground, the trees will memorialize all that
humans once were. Buildings will fall and churches will burn, glass will shatter and metal will buckle, as in all societies, but roots will
still remember humans, our follies and hopes and sorrows and love, and branches will carry our history into the future.

